Differential relationships among dopamine transporter affinities and stimulant potencies of various uptake inhibitors.
Binding to the dopamine transporter and inhibiting dopamine reuptake are considered important factors in regulating behavioral effects of cocaine. One prominent behavioral effect of cocaine and other dopamine uptake inhibitors is the stimulation of locomotor activity. To examine the relationship between action at the dopamine transporter and behavior, the displacement of [3H]WIN 35,428 (CFT naphthalene sulfate; 2-beta-carbomethoxy-3-beta-(4-fluorophenyl)tropane-1,5-naphthalene disulfonate) binding in rat caudate putamen by cocaine and other uptake inhibitors was compared with stimulation of mouse locomotor activity. There was a significant correlation among affinities for binding and potencies for stimulating activity for cocaine and structurally similar compounds. For structurally dissimilar uptake inhibitors, however, there was no significant correlation among potencies for stimulation of activity and affinity for displacement of [3H]WIN 35,428 binding. These findings provide evidence that cocaine analogs may bind to the dopamine transporter in a manner that is fundamentally different from that for structurally dissimilar uptake inhibitors.